
Important
Age:6-36m
Maximum user
weight:15kgs 

IMPORTANT! KEEP THE INSTRUCTION FOR FURTHER REFERENCE

Important-Please read the instruction fully before starting assembly

If you need help or have damaged or any further question, call the Customer Helpline  03456 400 800

CUGGL FOLDING HIGHCHAIR
709/4143



Important information 
IMPORTANT ! READ CAREFULLY AND KEEP FOR FUTURE 
REFERENCE .

WARNING!
- Do not use the highchair if any part is broken, torn or missing.
- The product is intended for children able to sit up unaided and up to 3 
  years or maximum weight of 15kg.
- Do not use the highchair if any of the components are not correctly fitted 
  and/or adjusted.
- Never leave the child unattended in the highchair even for the shortest 
  time.
- Always use the restraint systerm.
- Be aware of the open fires and other sources of strong heat in the vicinity 
  of the products.
-Ensure all users are familiar with the products operation.
-The highchair should be opened and folded easily. If it does not fold easily, 
 do not force the mechanism , stop and read the instruction.
-Only use the highchair on flat and stable ground.
-Ensure your highchair is fully erected before placing your child inside.
-Ensure children are clear of all moving parts before making any 
 adjustments.
-Do not move the highchair with your child inside.
-Keep your children away when unfoilding and folding the products to avoid
 injury.
-Falling hazard: Prevent your child from climbing on the products.
-Any additional hazards such as electrical cords should be kept out of reach 
 of children.
-Be aware of the risk of tilting when your child can push its feet against a
 table or any other structure.

Complies with EN 14988 :2017



Introduction
This cleverly designed highchair folds flat for ease of storage.It has a large tray 
with a cup holder, a five point integral harness and its vinyl seat unit is easy 
clean to help maintain a hygienic environment for your child. 

List of parts
The following is contained in one carton:
1.1 Seat unit. X 1
1.2 Front leg X 2
1.3 Rear leg* X 2
1.4 Seat back X 1
1.5 Crotch X 1

* Please note that the rear leg is narrower at the top.
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Fitting the seat back

Opening your highchair

A

A

2.1 Unclip the press studs (A) on either side of the 
highchair as shown.
2.2 Slide the curved part of the seat back bar into the 
fabric pocket on the seat back whilst the highchair 
is still folded.
2.3 Slide the two bar ends into the seat frame tubes
andpush in the spring pips, continuing to push 
the bar ends until the pips appear in the holes.
2.4 Secure the seat into position by re-clipping the 
seat to the tube using the press studs on each 

2.5 Ensure this is secure.

side

3.1 Please install the footrest on the frame.
It is assembled completely when you hear 
"click"

3.2 Insert the crotch into the tray, push it firmly
until the corresponding pieces click together.



Opening your highchair

4.1 When you open the front tray, please fix 
the side seat panel stud by crossing the 
webbing on the frame. 

4.2 Please make sure that the front tray can 
be locked on the frame by the plastic 
connecting parts.

4.3 Last step to assemble the front tray : Fix 
the stud under the tray by crossing the
 webbling .

5.1 Insert the front leg with plastic part into 
another front leg , fix it by a screw. 

5.2 Insert the rear leg  into another rear leg , 
fix it by a screw.



To operate harness

7.1 To fit harness insert both waist clips into 
clasp (D). Listen for the “click”.
7.2 To release the harness press the top and the 
bottom of the waist clips and pull apart .The shoulder 
straps can be unhooked from the waist clips if required .
7.3 Your harness is fully adjusted by moving the slide 
A,B,C, to make fitting easy . 

Fitting the legs
6.1 The front and rear legs have a different width.
Please be aware that the rear leg is narrower at 
the top, than the front leg.

6.2 Identify which leg is the rear and which is the 
front.

6.3 Remember that the front leg attaches to the 
back of the highchair (A) whilst the rear leg is 
attached to the front (B).

6.4 Push a pair of the legs a little way into the seat 
frame tubes and push in the spring pips, con
tinuing to push the legs until the pips appear in 
the holes.
6.5 Repeat this process until each leg is fitted 
securely.
6.6 Should the highchair need to be taken apart, 
gently push in the spring pips with a small 
screwdriver and evenly ease out the leg assem
blies.
6.7 The fit of the legs in the frame is very tight for 
added security. Do not force the legs into posi
tion, but apply an even and constant pressure.
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Care and Maintenance

Cleaning

Argos Limited
489-499 Avebury Boulevard,Saxon Gate West ,
Central Milton Keynes,MK9 2NW, 

Folding your highchair
You must undo the snap fastener before folding the highchair. Unclip the tray and 
lift upwards. Fold legs together. 

Ensure all locking devices work correctly & regularly check the locks & fittings for 
security.
Regularly check all parts for wear & tear.
DO NOT use spray lubricants, simply wipe clean after use.

The highchair can be cleaned by sponging with warm soapy water and a mild 
detergent. A mild disinfectant may be used if desired.
Stubborn marks may be removed with a non abrasive cream cleaner. Never clean 
with abrasive, ammonia based, bleach based or spirit type cleaners.
The basket (if specified) can be removed for easier cleaning but must not be 
immersed in water. 


